
engineered wood floors



You can’t help feeling special with one of our Tuscan 
engineered floors. Each and every specie has a distinctive 
charm and character. Mellow and exotic tones add 
real warmth to your living space, while the wide board 
specification enhances the visual and aesthetic beauty 
even more. With a twenty five year wear warranty, you can 
be sure this is a floor of superior quality guaranteed to give 
you decades of pure enjoyment. Proudly bearing an FSC 
certification, you can also be happy that you have chosen 
a sound, eco-friendly option. And being compatible 
with underfloor heating, you can add the last finishing 
touch of luxury. Warm to walk on. Beautiful to look at. 
Environmentally kind. You could say this is a floor that 
makes you feel good inside and out.
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3 Strip Oak Antique Lacquer



1 strip Oak Select Lacquer

Stunning good looks are a given with one of our floors. 
The noble character of the timber’s graining grown slowly 
over decades. The choice of beautiful tones that will more 
than satisfy contemporary and classic tastes. And the 
beautiful wide boards that enhance the feeling of luxury 
and spaciousness. 
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3 Strip Oak Family Lacquer



3 Strip Iroko Lacquer



Tuscan engineered comes with first class environmental 
credentials. It carries the FSC certification, the internationally 
recognised standard that guarantees the timber is harvested 
from responsibly-managed forests. So whichever specie you 
go for, you can be satisfied that your floor will not just look 
beautiful, but also be eco-friendly.

1 Strip Oak Espresso Lacquer
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3 strip Oak Brushed Cherry Oil



3 Strip Jatoba Lacquer



Wood is always a joy to walk on. Even more 
so with bare feet. Our flooring is compatible 
with almost all types of underfloor heating 
systems giving you a lovely ambient warmth. 
As well as cosy toes. Turn it on and turn up 
the comfort.
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3 strip Oak Espresso Lacquer

Be beautiful throughout your home. Upstairs. Downstairs. 
From bedrooms to busy hallways and living rooms to 
kitchens, our product can be used in every domestic 
setting, except the bathroom or areas of high humidity. It’s 
also flexible enough to be laid onto a joisted subfloor with 
a chipboard or plywood layer, or a concrete floor with an 
appropriate underlay.
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The superior 3-ply construction of Tuscan engineered 
guarantees outstanding performance. The expertly 
manufactured and bonded layers give exceptional 
dimensional stability. Add to that the precision fit of the 
Valingé click system and you have an easy to install, easy 
living floor. You can be confident this floor is built to last 
and will give years of pleasure. We are. That’s why it 
comes with a 25 year domestic wear warranty.
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Easy 
maintenance 
(Cowskin rug 
/ Kitchen shot 
Hand distressed 
120)



3 Strip Iroko Lacquer
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

3 Strip Oak Espresso Lacquer
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

3 Strip Jatoba Lacquer
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

1 Strip Oak Oiled & Bevelled Cherry Oil
Available in 1�0mm width/1�mm thick in packs 
of �.77m�

3 Strip Oak Brushed Cherry Oil
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

The complete Tuscan 
engineered wood floor range 

1 Strip Oak Espresso Lacquer
Available in 1�0mm width/1�mm thick in packs 
of �.77m�

Hand Distressed Lacquered

Lacquered
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3 Strip Oak Family Oil
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

3 Strip Oak Antique Lacquer
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

1 Strip Oak Select Lacquer
Available in 1�0mm width/1�mm thick in packs 
of �.77m�

1 Strip Oak Natural Lacquer
Available in 1�0mm width/1�mm thick in packs 
of �.77m�

3 Strip Oak Family Lacquer
Available in �07mm width/15mm thick in packs 
of 3.1�m�

1 Strip Oak Oiled & Bevelled Natural Oil
Available in 1�0mm width/1�mm thick in packs 
of �.77m�

Brushed & Oiled

Bamboo
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Tuscan accessories 

Combistar
Combistar is a colour-matched 3 –in –one 
profile that allows for expansion gaps and 
a smooth transition between different 
floorcoverings within your home. 

Tuscan no wax cleaner
Designed for regular maintenance of all Tuscan 
lacquered floors, including hand distressed.

Carver maintenance products
Soap and oil products for the maintenance of 
your Tuscan brushed and oiled floor. Please 
refer to separate maintenance leaflet.

Veneered wrap scotia
Veneered wrap scotia conceals the expansion 
gap between the edge of the floor and the 
skirting board. Available in all Tuscan design 
finishes.

Installation products

Care & maintenance products
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Care & maintenance

Vacuum, sweep or dust mop your floor once a 
week, or more if needed. The vacuum head must be 

brush or felt, and a wand attachment is preferable. Do not 
use vacuums with beater bars or hard heads. 

Spills and tracked-in dirt should be wiped up immediately.

Periodically clean your floor with the  appropriate products. 
For a lacquered floor, use a No-Wax Floor cleaner. For 
a brushed & oiled floor, use the Carver maintenance 
products. Please refer to separate maintenance leaflet.

Use interior and exterior doormats at all entrances to collect 
dirt and moisture and prevent it from being tracked onto 
the floor.

Never use any of the following products (or products 
similar in nature) on your floor: ammonia-based cleaners, 
acrylic finishes, wax-based products, detergents, bleach, 
polishes, abrasive cleaning soaps, or acidic materials such 
as vinegar. 

We recommend that brushed & oiled flooring is re-oiled 
immediately after installation. Please contact your installer 
or retailer for further information. 

All Tuscan floors are manufactured from natural products 
and can be damaged by high heels, pets and inadequate 
maintenance. Keep animal nails trimmed to minimise 
scratches to the surface. 

Use furniture leg protector pads under all furniture and 
make certain to keep them clean and well maintained. 

Keep the relative humidity in your home between 35% and 
55%.  If water is spilled onto the floor, wipe up immediately 
as water may permanently damage the floor. 

Direct sunlight can alter the appearance of your floor. 

Always refer to the Tuscan recommended maintenance 
procedures which can be downloaded from www.
tuscanflooring.co.uk.

General information



Installation
Installation instructions are included with every pack of 
Tuscan engineered flooring. Please refer to them for full 
guidance on installation.

Installation with underfloor heating
Tuscan engineered flooring is compatible with most types 
of underfloor heating but we recommend that you refer to 
the individual manufacturer instructions prior to installation 
to ensure the correct procedures are observed.

Warranty 
Tuscan engineered flooring comes with a limited 25 year 
residential wear warranty against manufacturing defect.

PLease note that Tuscan Engineered Flooring is not suitable 
for use in the bathroom, conservatory, areas of high 
humidity or commercial applications.

To maintain the validity of your warranty, your Tuscan 
flooring must be installed, cleaned and cared for in 
accordance with the published care and maintenance 

advice. Please note that any longer term renovation of your 
floor, involving sanding and sealing will render the original 
warranty invalid. 

Environment
Tuscan engineered flooring is FSC certified, guaranteeing 
that it is harvested from responsibly managed forests. 
By buying a product with an FSC certification, you are 
supporting responsible forest management worldwide. 
For each pack of Tuscan engineered that is sold, a tree is 
planted. 

We endeavour to work in partnership with our suppliers 
and customers to facilitate the provision of clear 
information about the sources of our wood products 
wherever practicable. We seek to obtain clear evidence of 
good forest management practice at the original source. 
Whilst our intention is to give preference to those suppliers 
who can provide such evidence, we also accept the need 
to work with those who are less able but are genuinely 
seeking to attain high standards of forest management.
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engineered wood floors

For more information
info@tuscanflooring.co.uk

www.tuscanflooring.co.uk

Sample hotline 
samples@tuscanflooring.co.uk


